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"I have no resolutions. I am perfect."
- Mr. Keihl

"Just to be kinder and help more
people." - Krisalyn Welch

"To spread positivity and to show
that life isn't that bad to people." 
- Leo Bollinger

"To make healthier and better food
choices." - Mrs. Evans

"To get a duck."- Ava Castrogiovanni

"To get stronger!"- Ally Rhinevault

“To be healthier.” - Maddison Flynn

 "To get better grades and to be a
better person." -Jayden Traver

"I didn't do a resolution this year
because I usually don't keep them."
- Mrs. Flaherty

"Better grades." - Alexis Sebring

"Drink  more water." - Jasmine
Donald

"Live well, eat well, and sleep well,"
- Mrs. Fassler

"Be better at volleyball," - RiAnne
Lockett

”Its good to have goals but don't
beat yourself if you don't reach
them." - Mrs. Freethy
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What Are Your New
Year’s Resolutions? 

Junior High teacher Mr. Keihl, whose 2022 is off to a mixed start.   

"To get outdoors more and interact with
people." - Angelina Hird

“Instead of a resolution I pick a word
and use that to see what the most in
that word, this year I chose joy.” -Mrs.
Sherwood.

"To prepare for college." - Amber
Stewart

"Are there any other questions?! ...
...Take one day at a time and smile." Mr.
Stallings

"I don't believe in them." - Mrs. Bennici

“Get better grades." Sarah Kincer

"To have a healthier and happier year." 
-Mrs. Hawley



Most Forgotten Items in 2021
By: Mackenzie Johnston and Alizé Riley

New Year With  Students
Where the Best Sharpeners Are 
By: Derick Muller and Alizé Riley
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Top 5:
1. Room 12 - Mr. Carpenter
2. Room 72 - Mr. Dragos
3. Room 26 - Ms. Fraser
4. Room 27 - Ms. Miller
5. Room 68 - Ms. Evans

Why was Mr. Carpenter rated first?
The pencil came out the sharpest with the
smoothest wood and the most evenly sharpened
sides. Unrelated to the scoring, but worth noting: 
 the sharpener had a nice matte black color.

Bottom 5:
27. Room 17 - Ms. Halliburton
28. Room 66 - Mr. Oleniacz
29. Room 74 - Mr. Koloski
30. Room 70 - Mr. Corbin
31. Room   2 - Mr. Keihl

Why was Mr. Keihl rated last?
After being sharpened, the pencil came out dull, with
rough wood and very uneven sides. When told that
the pencil wasn't good, to try to improve the bad
result, he took the pencil and tried sharpening it
himself. There was no improvement.

     The overall most forgotten item in 2021 in a classroom is a
pencil. About 14 teachers said that a pencil is the most
forgotten item in their class.
     The stats on all the forgotten items rank from the most
forgotten to the least forgotten. Other frequently forgotten
items of 2021? A Chromebook, Chromebook charger, notebook,
folder, and homework.

14 teachers said that       4 teachers said that     3 teachers said 
a pencil is the most          a Chromebook             that a notebook
forgotten item.                 charger is the most      was the most 
                                           forgotten item.              forgotten item.

Mr. Carpenter with the Best Pencil Sharpener

1 teacher said that       6 teachers said that       2 teachers said that
homework was the       a Chromebook was       a folder was the 
most forgotten              the most forgotten        most forgotten 
item.                               item.                                item.

If improved grades were a part of your 2022 plans, a
well-sharpened pencil can be critical. But where can
a student at Montrose go to get a reliably good
sharpening experience?  
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New Year Quotes
By: Gabrielle Timm 
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New Years Quotes/Pictures
Animals (Real and Virtual)
Ring in the New Year 
By:  Noe Cardenas

Alizé Riley
Gabrielle Timm
Noe Cardenas
Derick Muller
Mackenzie Johnston

     It’s that time of year - people make the same punny
jokes about the new year. 

May we suggest getting rid of these: 

      “See you next year!" and 

            “I haven’t seen you since last year!” 

      "Out with the old, in with the new!" 

      "This is the year I’m going to be more __________.” 

      "New Year, new me!"  

And using more of these:
      “You’ll never get bored when you try something    
             new. There’s really no limit to what you can do.” 
             — Dr. Seuss
 
      ”The bad news is time flies. The good news is you’re
            the pilot.” — Micheal Altshuler
     
      “Don’t live the same year 75 times and call it a life.” 
            — Robin Sharma
 

Ninth grader Alyssa Burts shared pictures of two animals in her
life ringing in the new year - a deer mount and Mazy the dog 

Ninth grader Emily Donnora’s
dog Bella rang in the new year 
with her family and some festive
headwear 

Animal Crossing, a popular online game, rang in the New Year with
special modifications to the game, allowing players to dress up to
celebrate! Screenshot by Naomi Troiano

Word of the Year from
Merriam-Webster Revealed 
 2021 word of the 

year is “vaccine”
     According to Merriam-Webster (as reported 
by the Associated Press on NBC.com) the word 
was chosen because it was so heavily researched
and used throughout 2021.
     Lookups for “vaccine” increased a whopping 
601 percent compared to 2020, and an impressive
1,048 percent over 2019. 
     For more information on how the word vaccine
came to be, it’s roots and synonyms, and more of 
the data behind the selection, click below:  

NBC.com reporting on Word of the Year 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/word-of-the-year

